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List Price

$���.00
$���.00

BRAKE MOTOR UPGRADE FOR HIGH CYCLE (OVER 50/DAY)     $���.00
$�35.00
$140.00
$���.00

N/C
$235.00

$��.00

List Price

$3,���.00
$�,���.00

$�,���.00

BRAKE MOTOR UPGRADE FOR HIGH CYCLE (OVER 50/DAY)

FLUSH MOUNT 4” RED & GREEN LIGHTS 24VDC (GREEN WHEN OPEN, RED IN MOTION, OFF WHEN CLOSED)

$���.00
STEP DOWN TRANSFORMER PANEL - 575V TO 230V (SPECIFY VOLTAGES WHEN ORDERING) $�����.00
STEP DOWN TRANSFORMER PANEL - 460V TO 230V (SPECIFY VOLTAGES WHEN ORDERING)

$55.00
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doors and high

up to 95% faster.

requiring a high cycle,

CONSULT FACTORY

CONSULT FACTORY
CONSULT FACTORY

CONSULT FACTORY

Speed	up	or	slow	down	the	operator
e	operator and	door system

	a	separate	control	panel,	without	the	need	for	one

 MAKES OUR SYSTEM DIFFERENT?

asier
d operator

ol	panel	required	-	all	controls	are	neatly	placed	in	the

ters are	preset from the	factory	-	we’ve	left complex
amming	sequences	out	of	the	equation.

arned

et	segment	-	Mid-Speed	Doors
VFD	Series	bridges	the	gap	between	standard	commercial	doors	and	high

performance	doors.
Ability	to	safely	run	a	standard	sectional	or	rolling	door	up	to	95%	faster.

ator	on	an	existing	door	and	reap	the	benefits	of	the

Be	the	first	to	tap	into	the	mid-speed	door	market.

AL APPLICATION FOR A VFD SERIES 

VFD	Series	is	perfect	for	a	price	sensitive	application	requiring	a	high	cycle,	

--�3arking	Garages- HospitalV
- �&Dr	dealership	service	bays	

m

e factory - we’ve left complex

and high

up to 95% faster.

requiring a high cycle,

- Open an existing door up to 3x as fast

- Extend the life of both the operator and door system
- Get the same speed as an expensive high performance door without 

the�hassle of a complicated retrofit and for a fraction of the price

AFFORDABLE, LIFE-SAVING TECHNOLOGY
mergenc  personnel now etter than an one that ever  second 

counts when addressing life threatening emergencies   Nice  
operator easil  opens a door  seconds faster than a compara le 
standard speed operator  ccording to the ational ire rotection 

ssociation there were over 3  million calls in  alone  ivided 
etween nearl  3  fire departments in the countr  it e uates to 

almost  minutes  or over 3 hours  saved annuall  when compared to fire 
departments e uipped with standard speed doors

-

IN OTHER WORDS... 

Nice VFD Fire Station Series 

   VFD S
he  Series from Nice allows 
ou to open existing apparatus a  

doors in as little as  seconds

C           Nice VFD 
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